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preface – Version 1.1

The main thrust of this document is to modify the amphibious float version
of  the  Shade  Tree  Micro  Aviation's  DHC-2  Beaver.  The  modifications
initially presented in the Version 1.0 document do not work well with the
Land wheel or ski  versions of this aircraft,  so further notes have been
added  herein  to  remedy  that  situation,  should  the  modder  desire  the
changes to the default model.

Almost everything remains the same for the wheel and ski versions, but
the exceptions, which are of great import, are shown as easy-to-read 'Add-
Ons' to the original screen capture graphics with notes when necessary to
eliminate confusion.

Enjoy!



introduction

Every  bush  pilot,  real  world  or  simulator,  knows  of  the  deHavilland  DHC-2
Beaver.  It  is  arguably  the  best  all-around  Short  Takeoff  and  Landing  utility
aircraft in the world today, despite being over a half-century old and surpassed
in many various areas by other  more modern designs.  But  when taking the
entire “ten thousand parts flinging around in unison” - the original craft with the
Pratt  & Whitney R-985 radial engine, two bladed prop and a list of utilitarian
features too numerous to list here – together, it is still one of the most sought-
after aircraft ever built, maintained, refurbished and even rebuilt – time and time
again.

Jim McNeill at Shade Tree Micro Aviation used to fly the Beaver. When this X-
Plane  sim  add-on  company  released  their  model  for  Version  9.22  of  the
simulator, it was the best available. It was real good. When it was updated to
meet some of the newly changed parameters in Version 9.5, it lost some ability,
and those who are Beaver aficionados or have flown them in real life recognized
these deficiencies. As Version 10 was just around the corner, the model never
went through a deep tweak phase, nor did it when it was updated and released
for V10, and so it currently continues with a few rather pressing issues.

Some of the problems to be overcome have included takeoff distances, speed at
various  altitudes  with  and  without  loads,  engine  idle  and  throttle  to  rpm
relationships, fuel burn, handling on the water (like a need to coast a whole lot
further at idle when coming in to dock) and then other more esoteric things like
lighting in the pit needed to change a bit, landing lights weren't as I recall, the
engine should take longer to start when cold, even with a booster pump. Even
the prop didn't 'feel'  right during starting. In the V10 model, the CofG seems
quite askew, and this too had to be corrected, for which I thank uX-Pa/EPOCH
Member 'taildraggin69' for.

The  following  'tweaks'  that  you,  the  user,  can  easily  make  with  X-Plane's
Planemaker program and one graphic mod that can be done with any graphics
software, bring this model closer to 'my' understanding of what a decent Beaver
model should fly like when realized in X-Plane. There are fakes in the numbers
used to accomplish some things, so I ask you to pay more attention to the flight
model and instruments and less to the actual data used to accomplish this!

For more information on this Beaver mod toolkit, please see our Forums at:
http://www.unex-planedapps.com/apps/forums/topics/show/13298703-beavers-
in-the-epa . The model is for sale at the X-Plane.org store located here:
http://store.x-plane.org/DHC-2-Beaver-Package_p_51.html

http://www.unex-planedapps.com/apps/forums/topics/show/13298703-beavers-in-the-epa
http://www.unex-planedapps.com/apps/forums/topics/show/13298703-beavers-in-the-epa
http://store.x-plane.org/DHC-2-Beaver-Package_p_51.html


 
use of the Toolkit

In its simplest form, the following instructions for modifying your STMA Beaver,
both the Version 9.5 model and the Version 10 model, are laid out in a pictorial
format. All you need to do is open the aircraft in Planemaker (using the correct
version of aircraft and software) and follow the screens as they are presented.

Not all of the screens in V10 are the same as V9, so these have been identified
and both versions are shown clearly, so please follow the pictures that relate to
your version of the model that you are working on.

There are also 2 mods that involve a bit more. The first is the replacement of
clock on the panel and the addition of an X-Plane default AOA gauge as well as
a  default  weather  radar  screen.  These  are  optional  tweaks  of  course.  The
second mod involves the ASI gauge, where the “MPH” needs to be written over
by “KNOTS”. The path to find the graphic file is shown in the pictures below, but
due to copyrights, a copy of the graphic can not be supplied, so you will have to
use your graphics program, like Photoshop or Gimp, to mod this gauge yourself.

To the uninitiated, some of the modifications presented may make little sense,
but it is because there are inter-relationships occurring behind the scenes with
the data  elements.  For  the established modder,  some things may not  make
sense either. For example, we all  know that Lo and Hi Idle are reserved for
turbine aircraft, however they are related to other data elements and do in fact
make a difference. I ask you to just plug in the numbers I have supplied, and if
you wish that something worked a little differently, to contact me (bc) at the uX-
Pa Forum through the PM system and we'll work together to achieve your wish.

Lastly, before we get started modding, I would like to mention that the focus for
this model mod process has been on the Version 9.5 Beaver. Version 10 users
already have, in the SoulMade Simulations Beaver, the closest thing I believe
one can get to a life-like model in X-Plane, but there is no Version 9 of this fine
craft available. So the bulk of the testing and tweaking was done in Version 9,
and if  I  missed something small  but  important  in  V10,  please bring it  to  my
attention for redress. But that doesn't mean that the V10 version of the STMA
Beaver  isn't  important.  It  is  a  fine  model  and  hopefully  better  yet  with  the
included  mods  below.  As  we  serve  both  V10  and  V9  users  at  uX-Pa  and
EPOCH, it was important to me to attempt to bring the Shade Tree model a little
bit closer to a pristine flying experience. I hope this helps somewhat!  bc



the Mods

Most of the screens shown are applicable to both V9 and V10 Planemaker, but 
not all. The V10 will be shown along with the V9 picture when appropriate.

The top menu bar in the screen capture tells you what menu item to select in 
Planemaker. The tab just below it tells you where within the menu item to go to 
see the same screen and make the mods.

The mods required are circled in translucent red. The correct values are seen 
inside the circle and differ from what you will see on your screen initially. Be sure
to go to File/Save often, as you follow through the mod process, to ensure that 
you have each screen loaded with the new data in case of any problems with 
your system. Also – very important – make a backup of your aircraft's folder and 
only work with the backup until you are fully satisfied. Keep the original tucked 
away somewhere safe in case you wish it again.

Here's the modding sequence...

1. Mods to the data
2. Mods to the 2D panel (which works in the 3D VC)
3. Mods to the ASI gauge
4. Appendices (wheel version panel mods & sample test data)

... onward then



V9 & V10V9 & V10

Note:Note:
The modification for the first detent of the flap is to allow a 7° cruise flap to be 
deployed without the unit failing. This flap mod for the extra position will be seen 
later on in this document. (V1.1 Doc)

Change to:

130



V9

V10



V9 & V10V9 & V10



V9 ONLYV9 ONLY



V10 ONLYV10 ONLY



V9

V10



V9 & V10V9 & V10



V9 ONLYV9 ONLY



V9 & V10V9 & V10



V9

V10

Choose to turn 
ON or OFF

Use Off if you have a button or key for V9
or you use an axis in V10



V9 & V10V9 & V10



V10 ONLYV10 ONLY

See See PAGES 22+PAGES 22+ for more details for the for more details for the

WHEEL & SKI VersionsWHEEL & SKI Versions
as well as a couple of Appendices.as well as a couple of Appendices.



ASI MODDING LOCATION (V9 & V10):ASI MODDING LOCATION (V9 & V10):



2D PANEL MODS IN PLANEMAKER (V9 & V10):2D PANEL MODS IN PLANEMAKER (V9 & V10):

ADD “AOA GAUGE” (Replacing old clock)ADD “AOA GAUGE” (Replacing old clock)



2D PANEL MODS IN PLANEMAKER (V9 & V10):2D PANEL MODS IN PLANEMAKER (V9 & V10):

ADD “NEW CHRONO”ADD “NEW CHRONO”



2D PANEL MODS IN PLANEMAKER (V9 & V10):2D PANEL MODS IN PLANEMAKER (V9 & V10):

ADD “WEATHER RADAR”ADD “WEATHER RADAR”



Further Wheel & Ski Version ModsFurther Wheel & Ski Version Mods

To maintain the needed mods to stabilize the POH to Performance (see 
Appendix), it was necessary to 'fake' the wheel and ski version until we could at 
least get it up in the air and moving. To change the way the ratios of many other 
modded aspects further back in this document work, I have brought the overall 
fuselage drag up until I achieved the required balance.

The ski version, by nature of the inherent parasitic drag of the skis, doesn't need
as much brute-force drag added, thus the number is different for that model.



The increase in model power at lower airspeeds is mitigated somewhat by the 
drag changes above, but not enough until after about 60 knots of airspeed. By 
increasing the rolling friction of the wheels (with and without skis) we accomplish
the low speed, still-on-the-ground holdbacks needed to bring the model closer to
what we want.



Wheel Version Panel Mod IdeaWheel Version Panel Mod Idea

As can be seen, we have moved the AOA guage down a bit, since we don't As can be seen, we have moved the AOA guage down a bit, since we don't 
need the landing gear or water rudder handles in this model, nor are they need the landing gear or water rudder handles in this model, nor are they 
modeled for the wheel version.modeled for the wheel version.

Put in a stormscope on the right, under the new clock that I used in the float Put in a stormscope on the right, under the new clock that I used in the float 
version above. Also I added a Planemaker default S-TEC autopilot for simple version above. Also I added a Planemaker default S-TEC autopilot for simple 
and more or less automated use. All other components needed to use the and more or less automated use. All other components needed to use the 
autopilot are already a part of this model.autopilot are already a part of this model.



Here is a sample test run of the data against the POH.Here is a sample test run of the data against the POH.

This is for the float model, but the wheel and ski models come close asThis is for the float model, but the wheel and ski models come close as
well.well.



This page left intentionally blank for no good apparent reason other than This page left intentionally blank for no good apparent reason other than 
to sort of let you know that the file is finished!to sort of let you know that the file is finished!

Hope you enjoyed this. Happy Modding!Hope you enjoyed this. Happy Modding!

bcbc

ga-pilot(at)unex-planedapps.comga-pilot(at)unex-planedapps.com


